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1968
Crisis global de la economía política estadounidense

Las formas del neoliberalismo global,
no sólo ideológicas pero también tecno-
lógicas y organizativas, no se pueden 
entender sin una detallada lectura de los 
conflictos estadounidenses de los sesenta.

Los conflictos internos de la sociedad 
estadounidense durante los sesenta no se 

pueden entender sin una lectura detallada 
de la revueltas y las revoluciones de las 

sociedades del llamado Tercer Mundo.



  

Afiches cubanos de solidaridad con el 
pueblo negro de Estados Unidos, hechos 
por la Organización de Solidaridad de los 
Pueblos de África, Asia y América Latina 
(OSPAAAL) en colaboración con la revista 
Tricontinental.
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“¡Cómo podríamos mirar el futuro de luminoso y 
cercano, si dos, tres, muchos Viet-Nam 
florecieran en la superficie del globo, con su 
cuota de muerte y sus tragedias inmensas, con su 
heroísmo cotidiano, con sus golpes repetidos 
[101] al imperialismo, con la obligación que 
entraña para éste de dispersar sus fuerzas, bajo 
el embate del odio creciente de los pueblos del 
mundo! Y si todos fuéramos capaces de unirnos, 
para que nuestros golpes fueran más sólidos y 
certeros, para que la ayuda de todo tipo a los 
pueblos en lucha fuera aún mas efectiva, ¡qué 
grande sería el futuro, y qué cercano! ” 

Che Guevara
“Mensaje a la  Tricontinental,”1966



  

“¿Que enseña la experiencia adquirida hasta hoy?
La guerrilla revolucionaria es clandestina. Nace y se desarrolla 
en secreto; los propios combatientes usan seudónimos. En sus 
comienzos se mantiene invisible, y cuando se deja ver es en el 
momento y lugar escogidos por su jefe. En su acción como en 
su organización, la guerrilla es independiente de la población 
civil, y por consiguiente no tiene que asumir la defensa directa 
de la población campesina. ... En resumen, las ventajas de que 
dispone una guerrilla sobre el ejército represivo son utilizables 
sólo si puede mantener y preservar su agilidad y su 
flexibilidad.... Bajo ciertas condiciones, lo político y lo militar 
no están separados, sino que forman un todo orgánico 
integrado por un ejército popular cuyo núcleo es el ejército de 
guerrillas... El partido de vanguardia puede existir en la forma 
de foco guerrillero mismo. La fuerza de guerrillas es el partido 
en embrión. Esta es la novedad tambaleante introducida por la 
Revolución Cubana.” 

Régis Debray
“¿Revolución en la revolución?”1967̉



  

¿Cómo los radicales americanos han 
internalizado las luchas del Tercer Mundo para 
desatar un conflicto en su propio país?

¿Cuáles son las dinámicas de clase que dieron a 
ce conflicto su fundamento nacional y que 
permitieron algunas verdaderas victorias?

¿Cómo han reaccionado los elites a ce conflicto 
y a la contra-cultura que surgió de allí?

Cuáles fueron los efectos de estas dinámicas 
sociales sobre la reestructuración de la 
economia estadounidense y mundial después de 
la crisis de los setanta?



  

Afiche cuban de solidaridad con la 
revolución del pueblo de Guinea-Bissau, 
hecho por la Organización de Solidaridad 
de los Pueblos de África, Asia y América 
Latina (OSPAAAL) en colaboración con la 
revista Tricontinental.



  

“To retain the power which national liberation puts in 
its hands, the petty bourgeoisie has only one path: to 
give free rein to its natural tendencies to become 
more bourgeois, to permit the development of a 
bureaucratic and intermediary bourgeoisie in the 
commercial cycle, in order to transform itself into a 
national pseudo-bourgeoisie, that is to say in order to 
negate the revolution. This means that in order to 
truly fulfill the role in the national liberation 
struggle, the revolutionary petty bourgeoisie must be 
capable of committing suicide as a class in order to be 
reborn as revolutionary workers, completely 
identified with the deepest aspirations of the people 
to which they belong.”

Amilcar Cabral, “The Weapon of Theory”
Speech at the Tricontinental Conference, 1966



  

The civil rights and anti-war activism of the 1960s 
emerged against a background of prosperity for the 
middle classes. The boom had many sources: but 
one of them was government spending for the 
largest welfare-state programs since the 1930s. The 
expansion began under Kennedy in the areas of 
unemployment insurance, Social Security, urban 
renewal and tax breaks for home ownership. 
Johnson’s election in 1964 along with landslide 
Democratic victories in Congress gave rise to the 
“Great Society,” including the War on Poverty, 
Medicare and Medicaid, Pell grants and low-interest 
loans for education, the National Endowments for 
the Arts and the Humanities, public broadcasting 
programs and still more spending for transportation 
and urban renewal. Legislation was passed in favor 
of women and minorities, including the Civil Rights 
Acts of 1964 and 1968 and the Voting Rights Act of 
1965, plus labor and environmental laws. 

Kennedy: “La Nueva Frontera”

Johnson: “La Gran Sociedad”

El estado de bienestar en los ‘60 -

armas, mantequilla y tecnociencia...



  

All that created jobs, institutions, bureaucracies and 
gave a major boost to the public university system. 
It’s tempting to think that if welfare-state policies 
could bring about progressive social change, these 
would have done so. Yet they tended to benefit those 
already in the middle classes, while technological 
unemployment, accelerated by automation and 
cybernetic feedback control, continued to sap the 
livelihood of workers. The laws and entitlements 
could not erase continuing white resistance to black 
civil rights; nor could they mask the escalation of the 
war in Indochina. As Che Guevara wrote in his 
“Mensaje a la Tricontinental”: “Hasta dentro de 
mucho tiempo no sabremos si el presidente Johnson 
pensaba en serio iniciar algunas de las reformas 
necesarias a un pueblo –para limar aristas de las 
contradicciones de clase que asoman con fuerza 
explosiva y cada vez más frecuentemente. Lo cierto 
es que las mejoras anunciadas bajo el pomposo título 
de lucha por la gran sociedad han caído en el 
sumidero de Viet-Nam.”

Kennedy: “La Nueva Frontera”

Johnson: “La Gran Sociedad”

El estado de bienestar en los ‘60 -

armas, mantequilla y tecnociencia...



  

Movimiento para los derechos 
civiles

con sus origines rurales al Sur de EE.UU y su radicalización en las grandes ciudades



  

Estudiantes
para una sociedad
democrática (SDS)

Movimiento para los derechos 
civiles

con sus cuatro tiempos: idealismo, solidaridad con 
los negros; rechazo de la guerra; revuelta callejera



  



  

2nd March on Washington
November 27, 1965

Carl 
Ogelseby

Lo interesante de SDS es que, siendo 
una organización intelectual y política, era 
capaz de enunciar problemas públicamente 
y después, de trabajar colectivamente 
como para dar una respuesta. Lo hicieron 
durante la segunda “March on Washington.” 



  

Carl 
Ogelseby

“We are here again to protest a growing war. Since it is a very 
bad war, we acquire the habit of thinking it must be caused 
by very bad men. But we only conceal reality, I think, to 
denounce on such grounds the menacing coalition of 
industrial and military power, or the brutality of the blitzkrieg 
we are waging against Vietnam, or the ominous signs around 
us that heresy may soon no longer be permitted. We must 
simply observe, and quite plainly say, that this coalition, this 
blitzkrieg, and this demand for acquiescence are creatures, 
all of them, of a Government that since 1932 has considered 
itself to be fundamentally liberal.

The original commitment in Vietnam was made by 
President Truman, a mainstream liberal. It was seconded by 
President Eisenhower, a moderate liberal. It was intensified 
by the late President Kennedy, a flaming liberal. Think of the 
men who now engineer that war ― those who study the maps, 
give the commands, push the buttons, and tally the dead: 
Bundy, McNamara, Rusk, Lodge, Goldberg, the President 
himself. They are not moral monsters. They are all honorable 
men. They are all liberals.

But so, I'm sure, are many of us who are here today in 
protest. To understand the war, then, it seems necessary to 
take a closer look at this American liberalism. Maybe we are 
in for some surprises. Maybe we have here two quite 
different liberalisms: one authentically humanist; the other 
not so human at all.”

Carl Oglesby, "Let Us Shape the Future" 
March on Washington, November 27, 1965

liberalismo 
corporativo



  

“To the extent that various independent liberals 
deceived themselves – and most of them seemed 
better to know what they were doing than they 
would later admit – it was in confusing their own 
pragmatic or problem-oriented liberalism with that 
of the corporate liberalism of the highly ideological 
business and political leaders. If they allowed 
themselves unwittingly to be used, it was because 
they had the conceit to consider their intelligence 
and social values equal to the influence of the 
industrial and financial institutions that were the 
heart and muscle of American power.”

James Weinstein
The Corporate Ideal in the Liberal State, 1900-1918

liberalismo 
corporativo



  

The conclusion was drawn by SDS: what Kolko and 
Weinstein described among the Progressives also applied 
to the New Deal and its transformation in WWII. This was 
the crucible of the welfare state and the imperialist 
wars of the 1960s. Corporate liberalism was the name of 
a double system. The point, for the New Left, was never 
again to be the useful fools of a political-economic 
leadership that could convert any grassroots demand for 
reform, not only into window dressing, but worse, into a 
functional component of a more efficient imperialist 
machine. The goal had to be that of finding what 
Oglesby called an “authentically humanist” intellectual 
practice that would not perfect the existing state. Yet 
strangely enough, that would mean turning away from 
the civil-rights campaigns on which SDS was founded. 
Naming the system was a fundamental act of dis-
identification, of rupture, leading to a reformulation of 
the student protest movement.

liberalismo 
corporativo



  

“It must be offered that white people who desire 
change in this country should go where that problem 
(racism) is most manifest. The problem is not in the 
black community. The white people should go into 
white communities where the whites have created 
power for the express purpose of denying blacks 
human dignity and self-determination. Whites who 
come into the black community with ideas of change 
seem to want to absolve the power structure of its 
responsibility for what it is doing, and saying that 
change can only come through black unity, which is 
the worst kind of paternalism. This is not to say that 
whites have not had an important role in the 
movement. In the case of Mississippi, their role was 
very key in that they helped give blacks the right to 
organize, but that role is now over, and it should be.”

Student Non-Violent Coordinating Committee (SNCC)
“The Basis of Black Power,” 1966

desde
Freedom Now

hasta
Black Power

Kwame Ture, formerly Stokely Carrmichael



  

“Now that SNCC is under fire from a variety of liberal 
organizations and publications we feel a special 
urgency to restate our support. Let it be clear that 
we are not merely supporting SNCC's right to its 
views, we are welcoming and supporting the thrust of 
SNCC's program. If we really want to help we will be 
organizing primarily among the powerless, the 
disenfranchised, the dependent whites – poor, 
working class, and middle class – toward their power 
in communities, unions, and professions, so that they 
may move toward authentic alliance with the 
organizations of black power.”

SDS
“Resolution on SNCC,” Fall 1966

la respuesta
de SDS

a la propuesta 
de

Black Power

Kwame Ture, formerly Stokely Carrmichael



  

“If we face up to this crisis honestly, if we look American 
reality hard in the face, two things emerge, First, we have 
to admit that – like it or not – we live in urban industrial 
capitalist America, in white America and not in the rural 
South. We owe SNCC a deep debt of gratitude for having 
slapped us brutally in the face with the slogan of ‘Black 
Power!’, a slogan which said to white radicals: “Go home 
and organize in white America which is your reality and 
which only you are equipped to engage.” Secondly, we are 
thus forced to ask ourselves whether in white America there 
exists the possibility for organizing a truly radical, an 
authentically revolutionary movement for change. Finally, 
we must face the fact that unless such a potential exists, 
then the basic arguments of the Progressive Labor Party or 
other Third-World oriented groupings bear serious reading. 
If a mass movement cannot be built in white America, then 
individuals with revolutionary hopes and perspectives must 
orient themselves toward Third World revolutions and 
develop those methods of activity which will maximize the 
impact of peasant-based revolutions on the structure of the 
American imperialist monster.”

Greg Calvert
“In White America: Liberal Consciousness versus

Radical Consciousness,” 1967

¿ quién 
somos ?



  

“The point which is important to understand is clearly 
illustrated by the difference between radical or 
revolutionary consciousness and “liberal” consciousness. 
The profound gap which separates a liberal reform 
movement from a revolutionary freedom movement is 
revealed in the dynamics of the participants.

“The liberal reformist is always engaged in “fighting 
someone else’s battles.” His struggle is involved in relieving 
the tension produced by the contradictions between his 
own existence and life-style, his self-image, and the 
conditions of existence and life-style of those who do not 
share his privileged, unearned status.

“Radical or revolutionary consciousness perceives 
contradiction in a totally different fashion. The gap is not 
between oneself, what one is, and the underprivileged, but 
is the gap between “what one could be” and the existing 
conditions for self-realization. It is the perception of 
oneself as unfree, as oppressed – and finally it is the 
discovery of oneself as one of the oppressed who must unite 
to transform the objective conditions of their existence in 
order to resolve the contradiction between potentiality and 
actuality. Revolutionary consciousness leads to the struggle 
for one’s own freedom in unity with others who share the 
burden of oppression.”

Greg Calvert
“In White America: Liberal Consciousness versus

Radical Consciousness,” 1967

¿ quién 
somos ?



  

The most provocative SDS document from the period of 1967-68, and 
the most relevant today, is Carl Davidson’s agitational essay “The 
Multiversity: Crucible of the New Working Class.” By critically 
interpreting University of California president Clark Kerr’s book on The 
Uses of the University, Davidson reveals the key institution of modern 
American society to be a “factory” producing what he calls “the new 
working class.” The concept was borrowed from the French sociologists 
Serge Mallet and André Gorz, who studied the contemporary division of 
labor and its relations to class politics in the mid-1960s. Mallet focused 
on the revolt of factory technicians against technological alienation and 
their corresponding desire for workers’ control of the production 
process; while Gorz, with a more philosophical bent, inquired into 
possible strategies for workers’ movements in affluent societies, 
seeking revolutionary possibilities where a philosopher like Marcuse 
could only see one-dimensional dead-ends. For Davidson, the concept 
implied that not only the technical skills, but also the values and 
orientations of the  new working class (what we would now call its 
“subjectivity”) are produced on campus by the interlocking interests of 
the corporations, the military and the social state. Yet here too arise 
the forces that can challenge the production of subjectivity; for, as 
Davidson writes, the university “has turned our humanitarian values 
into their opposites and, at the same time, given us the potential to 
understand and critically evaluate both ourselves and the system 
itself.” The last remark brings the whole movement full circle: in a 
reversal of power, students understand that the best of their education 
is exactly what allows them to transcend and destroy it. This was the 
dialectical transformation implicit in the demand for an “authentic 
humanism” that Oglesby had formulated at the second March on 
Washington. From this theoretical point forward, the protest marches 
against the war give way to the great student strikes of 1968.

la nueva 
clase

obrera



  

“After experience in a variety of student power struggles, many 
radica1s rejected the strategy. It was continued only where 
demands could be based on specific issues immediately related 
to oppressed groups beyond the campus. Otherwise, student 
power was seen as liberal at best, and perhaps even reactionary.

“This revaluation of student power led directly to the 
current strategy of the student movement—institutional 
resistance. Although the focus is still primarily on university 
training and research processes, the approach has shifted from 
general and abstract (“control” or “drop out” of the process) to 
an attack on various specific end results of those processes. 
Instead of lamenting the “publish or perish” syndrome, radicals 
expose and attack specific military and CIA contracts. Rather 
than protect the change from the “community of scholars” 
dialogue to corporate job training, they confront recruiters from 
the military, DOW Chemical and the CIA and often throw them off 
the campus. Finally, since the university itself is a corporation, 
radicals attack its business practices: expansion into ghetto 
neighborhoods, racist recruitment, and exploitative treatment of 
non-academic employees.

“Unlike student power but similar in mood to the free 
university, the objectives of this strategy were negative—the 
abolition or disruption of this or that aspect of the university’s 
operations. Institutional resistance has succeeded in many cases 
and failed in some, and was certainly superior to earlier strategic 
efforts. The Columbia rebellion last spring was perhaps the best 
expression of its possibilities.”

Carl Davidson
“Toward a Critical University,” 1970

la nueva 
clase

obrera



  The poet David Shapiro occupying the office of Columbia president Kirk



  

Weatherman – Days of Rage, 1969



  

The new class...

“To generations of radicals, the working class has been 
the bearer of socialism, the agent of both progressive 
social reform and revolution. But in the United States in 
the last two decades, the left has been concentrated most 
heavily among people who feel themselves to be “middle-
class,” while the working class has appeared relatively 
quiescent. This “middle-class” left, unlike its equivalent in 
early twentieth-century Europe or in the Third World 
today, is not a minority within mass working-class (or 
peasant) movement; it is, to a very large extent, the left 
itself. It has its own history of mass struggle, not as an 
ally or appendage of the industrial working class, but as a 
mass constituency in and of itself. At the same time, most 
of the U.S. left continues to believe (correctly, we think) 
that without a mass working class left, only the most 
marginal of social reforms is possible.”

Barbara and John Ehrenreich,
“The Professional-Managerial Class” (1977)



  

The new class...
Unsatisfied with the catch-all category of the middle classes, the 
Ehrenreichs propose the concept of the “professional-managerial 
class” (PMC) which they define as “consisting of salaried mental 
workers who do not own the means of production and whose major 
function in the social division of labor may be described broadly as 
the reproduction of capitalist culture and capitalist class relations.” 
The PMC comes into existence from the late 19th century onward, 
under the conditions of organized capitalism. What it does is 
basically to manage. On the one hand, members of the PMC are 
involved with “social control or the production and propagations of 
ideology,” which requires “teachers, social workers, psychologists, 
entertainers, writers of advertising copy and TV scripts, etc.” On the 
other hand, they are “middle-level administrators and managers, 
engineers and other technicians whose functions... are essentially 
determined by the need to preserve capitalist relations of 
production.” 

The new class arises a gradient between labor and capital. It 
expands with the growth of industry, but also with the 
commodification of workers’ familial and cultural activities and with 
the emergence of state bureaucracies devoted to the employment, 
health, and education of the laboring population. All of this begins in 
the Progressive period, from 1880 to 1920, when members of the 
traditional middle classes and the petty bourgeoisie “feared their 
own extinction in the titanic struggle between capital and labor.” 
According to the Ehrenreichs, this is why they devoted themselves to 
the reform of the capitalist system. Their role was “to mediate the 
basic class conflict of capitalist society and create a ‘rational,’ 
reproducible social order.”



  

The new class...
The PMC, in the Ehrenreichs’ presentation, remains firmly under the 
domination of the capitalist imperative of accumulation; but at the 
same time it tends toward the establishment of its own autonomy, 
generating hostilities toward both the capitalist and working classes. 
In this sense it is a very different concept from the French theorists’ 
idea of a “new working class.” The PMC tends to organize itself into 
professions which are able to express both its own aspirations and its 
claims to legitimacy in the eyes of the others. The basic 
characteristics of the professions are “a) the existence of a 
specialized body of knowledge, accessible only by lengthy training; 
b) the existence of ethical standards which include a commitment to 
public service; and c) a measure of autonomy from outside 
interference in the practice of the profession.” Access to the 
professions is regulated chiefly by the possession of credentials.

Using this definition of the professional-managerial class, the 
authors assess the development and significance of the New Left in 
the 1960s in the second part of their article. They pay particular 
attention to a tendency within SDS known as the “radicals in the 
professions,” where former students attempt to prolong their critical 
activities within the professional spheres to which their education 
destines them. As they write: “The great importance of this direction, 
or strategy, of New Left activism is that it embodied a critical self-
consciousness of the PMC itself – a kind of negative class 
consciousness. The radicals-in-the-professions challenged the PMC not 
for its lack of autonomy (as the student movement had in the early 
sixties) but for its very claims to autonomy – objectivity, commitment 
to public services, and expertise itself.” At stake, in short, was a 
generalized refusal to blindly inherit the foundational axioms of 
corporate liberalism.



  

The new class... (1)

“In a sense, the New Left represents a historic 
breakthrough: a first conscious effort to recognize and 
confront the conflict between the PMC and the working 
class. Learning in part from the Cultural Revolution in 
China, with its emphasis on the gap between mental and 
manual labor and its populist approach to technology, and 
in part from their uneasy alliance with (mainly Third 
World) working class community movements, the radicals 
of the sixties began to develop a critique of their own 
class. The feminist movement extended that critique, 
exposing the ideological content of even the most 
apparently 'neutral' science and the ideological functions 
of even the most superficially 'rational' experts.”

Barbara and John Ehrenreich,
“The Professional-Managerial Class” (1977)



  

“Every day our leadership would listen to world news 
over the radio at 9 a.m. to follow the growth of the 
American antiwar movement. Visits to Hanoi by 
people like Jane Fonda, and former Attorney General 
Ramsey Clark and ministers gave us confidence that 
we should hold on in the face of battlefield reverses. 
We were elated when Jane Fonda, wearing a red 
Vietnamese dress, said at a press conference that she 
was ashamed of American actions in the war and that 
she would struggle along with us.... The conscience 
of America was part of its war-making capability, and 
we were turning that power in our favor. America lost 
because of its democracy; through dissent and 
protest it lost the ability to mobilize a will to win.” 

Vietnamese Colonel Bui Tin
Interview, Wall Street Journal, August 3, 1995



  

The new class... (2)

“In the past intellectuals had constituted a tiny 
minority of the population, but with the tremendous
expansion of higher education in the period after 
World War II, millions upon millions of young 
people began to be exposed to – one might say 
indoctrinated in – the adversary culture of the 
intellectuals. To be sure, very few of these young 
people actually became intellectuals in any real 
sense, but a great many were deeply influenced by 
ideas which had once been confined pretty much 
to the intellectuals community itself. Thus what had 
formerly been the attitudes of a minuscule group 
on the margins of American society now began 
assuming the proportions of a veritable mass 
movement.”

Norman Podhoretz, 1979



  

The new class... (2)

“If, in Hegelian terms, the contradiction of 
capitalism was its dependence on an ever-growing 
working class brought together in large factories, 
the contradiction of post-industrial society may be 
its dependence on large numbers of intellectuals 
and students for research and innovation on great 
campuses and a few intellectual centers of 
communication and influence.”

Seymour Lipset, 1979



  

Hélio Oiticica
Homenagem a Cara de Cavalo, 1965-66



  

Hélio Oiticica
Homenagem a Cara de Cavalo, 1965-66

La clase obrera es lo que hace. Y es a la vez la articulación del 
capital y su disolución. El poder capitalista busca utilizar el 
antagonismo de la voluntud de luchar de los obreros como motor 
de su propio desarrollo. El partido obrerista debe tomar esa 
misma mediación por los obreros de los intereses del capital y 
organizarla en una forma antagonista, como el terreno táctico 
de la lucha y como el potencial estratégica de destrucción.

Mario Tronti, "La Strategía de Rechazo," 1966



  

Hélio Oiticica
Homenagem a Cara de Cavalo, 1965-66

“Definimos la fuerza-invención como capacidad de la clase para 
nutrir, en la más completa independencia antagonística, el 
proceso de auto valorización proletaria, para fundar esta 
independencia innovadora en la energía intelectual abstracta, en 
cuanto específica fuerza productiva (de un modo cada vez más 
exclusivo). Los proletarios ya se han hartado de producir con su 
lucha las máquinas de sus patronos: ahora producen para sí, 
según la medida del no trabajo y con el método de la 
transformación social.”

Toni Negri, “Dominio y sabotaje,” 1977



  

Hélio Oiticica
Homenagem a Cara de Cavalo, 1965-66

Para los autonomistas, “la clase” (proletaria, se entiende) se 
transforma por el uso de la fuerza-invención. Yo, en cambio, 
veo la eclosión histórica de una nueva clase, que se diferencia 
de las otras. Sus capacidades provienen del lenguaje y de la 
educacción. Pero ya no es la pequeña burguesía de los 
tiempos de Marx (y muchas veces, no es propietaria); busca a 
autonomizarse del capital y del Estado, pero también del 
proletariado.. Para politizarse, iiene que romper con su propia 
función de gestión; y en el mejor de los casos, busca una 
nueva relación revolucionaría con otras clases. De ahí surgen, 
efectivamente, infínitas luchas – subversivas y violentas, pero 
también complejas y colaborativea - para el ejercicio y la 
conducción de la fuerza-invención.



  



  
 Graciela 

 Carnevale:
“Enclosure piece”

 1968 

Experiencia: La artista encierre el 
público de clase media en la galería. 
¿Quién les liberará?



  
 Graciela 

 Carnevale:
“Enclosure piece”

 1968 

Respuesta: Al final, el golpe que 
rompe el cristal viene de afuera...

Experiencia: La artista encierre el 
público de clase media en la galería. 
¿Quién les liberará?



  

 Getino, Solanas: “La Hora de los Hornos,” 1968

 Graciela 
 Carnevale:
“Encierre”

 1968 
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 Graciela 
 Carnevale:

“Enclosure piece”
 1968 
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A few aspects of bourgeois art... AT LAST SOMETHING NEW
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